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Abstract
The synchronization of a finite set of weakly coupled 
oscillators to a small external signal is studied, using a method 
proposed by Struble. Difficulties with the problem of small divisors 
are avoided. Conditions for the existence of stationary oscillations 
are given, and the stability of these oscillations are investigated. 
The results are applied to two problems.
1I. Introduction
The locking or synchronization of an oscillator to an external 
signal has been the subject of a great deal of study [see 1, 2, 3 for 
bibliographies]. Various methods have been used to investigate the 
problems of synchronization. One approach is to represent both the 
external signal and the oscillator by equivalent admittances, and 
treat the locking phenomenon using the techniques of circuit theory [4,5], 
Some of the circuit elements are dependent on the phase difference between 
oscillator output and incoming signal and it is the behavior of this 
phase difference as a function of time which governs the locking.
While the equivalent, circuit method of discussing locking is 
simple, and allows one to interpret the phenomenon in relatively 
uncomplicated terms, it is a linearized first order theory which is 
difficult to extend. Thus it is not easy to improve the description of 
the locking, let alone get the second approximation, in a straightforward 
way, as the entire notion of an equivalent linear circuit becomes 
questionable.
Another procedure in treating locking, and the one adopted 
here, is to study a differential equation for a system variable 
(voltage, current, displacement, etc.) which is to describe the 
oscillator subject to an external excitation. No limit is set on the 
accuracy of such descriptionsthe major difficulty arises in obtaining 
solutions of the resulting non-linear equations. Most of the analytical 
techniques for treating such equations are quasi-linear in character,
2applicable when the nonlinearities are small. Difficulties can, and 
do, arise, even with some of these methods, as described below.
For example, one of the standard ways of studying the almost 
sinusoidal solutions of the van der Pol equation with external drive
x + |jl(x "1)x + x = llE sin ud to ( 1 . 1)
or of the more general equation
X + (JO X = |J)f (x ,x, t) (1 . 2)
f(x,x,t) periodic in t, of period 2tt/o)o , (0 < p, «  1) , is to employ the 
method of the variation of parameters, either in the van der Pol, or 
in the Krylov-Bogoluibov forms [1,3]. Both versions have been used 
successfully in obtaining the first approximation to the solution of 
Eq. (1.1) but both suffer, at times, from the "problem of small divisors." 
The problem of small divisors arises whenever terms, supposed small, appear 
in the solution of Eq. (1.2) with denominators which are the differences 
of equal, or nearly equal numbers. This difficulty (occurring sometimes 
in the first, but more often in the second, approximation) has not been 
given any satisfactory treatment.
Recently Struble [6] suggested a procedure which avoids the 
problem of small divisors, and applied his method to Eq. (1.1), and to 
several other cases of Eq. (1.2). Although no proof of convergence of 
the procedure exists, to the author's knowledge, the method combines 
effectively two classic techniques, variation of parameters, and 
perturbation series, and merits further work. Here we use a variant
3of Struble's method to study frequency entrainment. We treat asymptotic 
quasi-sinusoidal solutions of the vector equation
x + Qx = p, f(x,x,t) (1.3)
(x and f vectors, Q a diagonal matrix of positive elements, t the time, 
and (j, a scalar constant, 0 < |i «  1) to second order in |i, in Sec. II, 
discuss the stability of the first order solutions in Sec. Ill, and apply 
our results to two illustrative problems of entrainment, in Sec. IV.
4II. General Formulation
We consider a system of nonlinear oscillators coupled weakly
to each other, each oscillating at a frequency close to an externally
applied frequency /2tt. Explicitly, we assume that for the nxn
diagonal matrix Q, Q = D ^ 2 , u^2, ..., u^2], the u).2 = u^ 2 + 0(p,),
i = 1,2 ,. . . ,n, that the vector f(x,x,t) is arbitrarily differentiable
in its arguments, and periodic in t. Further, it is assumed that the
only components in the Fourier series for f within 0(p,) of o)Q/2n are at
(jd /2tt itself, o
Following Struble [6], one expands the asymptotic solution 
of Eq. (1.3) in two parts, a variation of parameters portion and a 
perturbation portion. The method for generating each part is given 
below.
We use van der Pol coordinates in the variation of parameters 
portion, and write the solution of Eq. (1.3) as
00 k i'k')x = A cos 0DQt + B sin oj t + 2 p, x v ' (2.1)
k=l
(k)where A, B, and the x are vector functions of t; A and B are to "vary 
slowly" with the time, t. The first two terms on the right hand side of 
Eq. (2.1) constitute the variation of parameters portion, and the infinite 
series the perturbation portion of the solution.
y(a vector) "varies slowly" if max ||y|| < 0(p.) for all t, where ||y|| 
is the Euclidean norm of y. This is one of several satisfactory 
definitions.
5It is convenient to require that
. 00 k ('k')x = -u) A sin a) t + a) B cos u> t + E p, x
k=l
which imposes the condition
(2 . 2)
A cos u) t + B sin u) t = 0 o o (2.3)
on A and B.
One can write
ôff(x,x,t) = f(xo ,xo ,t) + ( ~  ) . ( 2 (j,kx^k  ^ )
k=l
. / M s  / y  k. (k)+ ( . . ) • (  2 p, x ) + ...
ôx k=l
(2.4)
^f(^) ^£(0where ~  and —  are matrices whose elements are r----  and -r-:---
O X  d X  & X . . V(j) (j)
respectively, the superscript index identifying the row, and the subscript
the column. The derivatives are to be evaluated at x = A cos U) t + B sin m to o o
x = -u) A sin a) t + a) B cos ud t, and t. 
o  o  o  o  o
One finds on substituting Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) into 
Eq. (1.3) that
. 2 . 2
cos CD t  [lu B + (Cl-CD I ) A ]  + sin  0) t [-a, A + (fl-a) I ) B ]  
o o  o  o  o  o
,krv^k) x J k ) !  - df+ 2 p"[xvtv/ + Qxvrv] = p,f(x ,x ,t) + ( tr; ) ( 2 p,kx ^  )
k=l o ' o ôx k=2
, e M  v , “ k. (k) v+ ( a i ) ( S ^ x ) + . . . ,
k=2
(2.5)
with I the unit matrix of order nxn.
The crucial step in the analysis occurs here, and consists in 
assigning to the variation of parameters portion those terms which, if 
kept, would be resonant, or nearly resonant, with the perturbation terms.
6
Put another way, those terms in the right hand side of Eq. (2.5) which
are of the form u cos <ju t, or v sin u) t, with u and v slowly varyingo o
functions of time, are associated with the variation of parameters part.
The remainder of the right hand side of Eq. (2.5) is used in the 
perturbation part. One proceeds iteratively, getting the next approximation 
from previous approximations for both portions.
The differential equations for the first two approximations are 
easy to obtain, and will be given here.
First, define the vector functions F , Fg, FR by
U) 2tt/uuo
V £> -  fv J*o
f (xo ,xo ,t) cos (jj t dt o
0) 2tt/0) o
V «  =  2n 1o £ < v v c)
sin u) t dt o
FR (f) = f(xo ,xQ ,t) - Fc(f) cos ojQt - Fg(f) sin wQt.
In the above integrals for F and F all functions which areC S
slowly varying, as A and B, are to be kept constant during the integration.
F and F are, therefore, functions of A and B. c s
The right hand side of Eq. (2.5) is equal to
2
ll[F cos uo t + F sin cd t + F } + 0(|i ).P L c o s o R
Thus, on equating terms in cos u) t, sin u) t, and |i, separately, one obtains ’ o o
7-UD A + (ft - ii) 2I) B = |i F (f) = (A,B) (2.6)o O S s
0) B + (ft - 0) 2I) A = |i F (f) = (A,B) (2.7)U O c c
x (1) + ft x (1) = FR (f) , (2.8)
as the equations for the first approximation.
The equations for the second approximation are
-WoA + (n-Ul02I>B = I* V f> + M.2£Fs( ff x (1) ) + Fs ( || x (1))} (2.9)
U)oB + (n-u)o2X)A = ^ Fc (f) + u,2{Fc ( H x (1) ) + Fc ( || i (1))} (2.10)
and
! « >  . ».«> - ,,< g  .«I, + F>< || it», (2.U),
in the previous notation.
Observe that it is only the solution of Eq. (2.8), the 
perturbation part of the first approximation, which contributes new terms 
to the second approximation.
Note, too, that the entire procedure is self-consistent, since 
ll^ll = 0(|jO, ||b | = 0(pi), from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10), 
and, inductively, from the equations which would determine the higher 
approximations.
The equilibrium or stationary solutions of Eq. (1.3) can 
be found readily, to 0(p,). Set A = B = 0, in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7);
8let A and B be solutions of o o
A = n(n - 0) ^ r 1 0 (a , b ) ,o c
B = - ai) ^1)  ^ 0 (A,B) .o s
(2.12)
(2.13)
The equilibrium solutions are x = A cos u) t + B sin u) t.e o o o o
We consider, finally, an important special case of Eq. (1.3)
x + Clx = p,[f (x,x) + gQc cos uoot + gQs sin u)Qt + h(t)], (2.14)
with 8oc, 8og constant vectors, and h(t) a periodic vector function of 
time, but with no Fourier component of angular frequency u) + 0(p,) .
The variational equations (2.6) and (2.7) become, for Eq. (2.14):
-ouoA + (Q - u,o 2i)B = n[Fg(f*) + gog] , (2.15)
U)oB + (Q - u,o 21)A = (i[Fc(f*) + goc] , (2.16)
with the corresponding equilibrium values the solutions A^, B , of the
equations
Ao = ^<n ' + Soc] ■
B = m,(Q - cu 21)"1[F (f*) + g ]o o L s OS
Note that F (f ) and F (f ) are, in general, functions of A and B. c s
The first order equations (2.15), (2.16) are independent of 
h(t). Thus given two different differential equations of the form of 
Eq. (2.14) (with different h^(t) and h2(t)), these two equations will
(2.17)
(2.18)
9have the same variational equations (2.15) and (2.16) and the same 
equilibrium solutions (2.17) and (2.18). If the initial conditions are 
the same, then the solutions of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) will be equivalent 
(satisfy an equivalence relation) to 0(|jl). The locking, or frequency 
entrainment, is determined therefore, in the present formulation, 
by the frequency component near the natural frequency of the system, 
and is independent, to 0(|i) , of the other frequency components.
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Y(t) = - [xe + Oxe - p.f(xe ,xe ,t)],
is at most 0(p,) .
We follow Hsu [7,8] and assume that the representations
M  = C (o) + S { C ^  cos k u) t + sj[n k cu t]ox \a=\ ° o J
N
r“ = £ { G ®  cos k a) t + sin k U) t] ,ox o o
hold, where the C's, D's, G's and H's are matrices, independent of t, and 
that the vector Y(t) can be written as
N
Y(t) = E [Y  ^  ^ cos k co t + Y sin k tu t] k_i c o s  o J
with the Y 1 s and the Y 's vectors, c s
Assume, now, that the asymptotic solution of Eq. (3.2) can be
written as
00 k fk'l5 = O' cos cot + P sin u)t + £ |i ' (3.3)
k=l
with o' and ¡3 vectors that vary slowly with time, (jqq = oj + T), and T] is a 
small quantity of 0(|i); u) is an arbitrary, but conveniently chosen, 
average of the cd^ *
On substituting Eq. (3.3) in Eq. (3.2), using the above
representations for ~  etc., proceeding as in the previous section,ox
and collecting terms in cos cot, sin cot, and |i, separately, one gets for
12
the first approximation of the variational terms
0)3 +(Q-u) I)# = aQ3 + (a^ cos 2T|t + a^ sin 2T]t)û'
+ (-a^ sin 2T]t + a^ cos 2T|t)3 (3.4)
-ox* + (ft-ct) 1)3 = -&q oi + (a^ cos 2T]t - a^ sin 2T]t)cy
- (a^ cos 27)t + a2 sin 2T)t)3 • (3.5)
The matrices a^ and a2 are linear combinations of C^2^, } G^2\  and
H(2\  and a = u£^°\* o
The pair of first order differential equations (3.4) and (3.5) 
with variable coefficients can be transformed to a system of differential 
equations with constant coefficients by means of the transformation 
[7,8]
X = a cos 7)t - 3 sin T|t 
Y = <y sin T)t + 3 cos T)t .
"\
(3.6)
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) become
+ [A - (u)2 + T))I]Y = - aQX + a2X - a Y 
dY 2
—  + [0  - (uj + T1)I]X = aQY + a X + a Y
(3.7)
(3.8)
on equating terms in sin T)t and cos Tjt separately. 
Let
z
M =
-a.
-(aQ + a )
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then Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) become the single equation
dz
dt = Mz . (3.9)
The asymptotic behavior of the solution of this equation will 
depend on the eigenvalues of the matrix M. Thus the problem of the 
stability of the equilibrium solutions of Eq. (1.3) (subject to the class 
of perturbations given by Eq. (3.3)) has been reduced to the standard 
question of determining the eigenvalues of a constant matrix (see 
[7], [8]).
If the real part of every eigenvalue of M is negative z 0 
(the zero vector) as t -» co; I* is governed, asymptotically to first 
approximation, by
) + Q §(1) - { £ G1(k) cos (ka)o-œ)t + ^ (k) sin (k<juo-cju)t 
Ic
+ £ Ci cos (k(ju "huH + D ^  sin (k(u +u))t}ck'k x ° -L o
+ { E G ^  cos (ku) -cd)t + H ^  gin (ku) -(d)t k  ^ 0 2 o
+ 2 C2 (k) cos (ku, +u,)t + D (k) sin (ku,-hu)t}|3.
k °
(3.10)
In the above equation for ^, the first perturbational term in Eq. (3.3), 
the summations on k are to omit values which yield terms included in the 
variational equations.
The general solutions of Eq. (3.10) can be written as
=• (1) (1) . (1) n (1)5i - a. cos (D.t + b. sin (D.t + J g.V (t) sin (D.(t-T)dt (i=l,...m)
where the a ^   ^ and b ^   ^ are determined by boundary conditions, and 
gi ^  (t ) is the ith component of the right hand side of Eq. (3.10).
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IV. Illustrative Examples
We consider first an old problem, that of the driven van der Pol 
oscillator and then treat a variation of it. Afterward we consider a 
coupled system, and again show how our previous results can be applied.
We take the driven van der Pol oscillator described by
x + x = - (j,(x -1)x + |i[g cos tu t + g sin u) t] .o c o os o (4.1)
where gQc and gos are constants and = 1 + 0(p,) .os
K MWe let x — A cos (DQt + B sin cr^ t + 2 jj, x ' and get
k=l
B = -AA + ^ B (4-R2) + g4 ou oco
* LL 2 UA = BA + 7 A(4-R ) + ~  g
4- (D O So
with
O O O 1 " (JD
R2 = A2 + B2 , A = -----PCJL)
The first perturbation term is given by
x (1) + x (1) = ~  [B(3A2-B2) cos 3 u) t + A(3B2-A2) sin 3 a) t] . (4.2)O o
2 2Defining p = R /4, a = A/2, and b = B/2, the variation of parameters
equations become
b - - aA + p,b (1 - p2) + 2^- 8oc,
o
(4.3)
and
â = bA + p.a (1 - p2) - g
o
(4.4)
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Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) have been derived frequently (often with g set 
equal to zero); the loci of the singularities of the system yield a well- 
known stability diagram (see [1] p. 346, Fig. 113.1).
Now if instead of Eq. (4.1) we had
•« 2x + x = -|i(x -l)x + |jl[g cos go t H- g sin go t + h(t) 1 (4.5)oc o OS o
with h(t) periodic, but with no components of angular frequency equal to 
1 + 0(h ) , then Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) remain unchanged, but Eq. (4.2) becomes
(1) /1\ ^ 2 2 2 2 x + x = ~ [B(3A -B ) cos 3 go t + A(3B -A ) sin 3 go t] + h(t).¿ t o  o
(4.6)
Notice that the solutions of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.1) are equal, to 0(h) , as 
remarked in the general discussion following Eq. (2.18).
The locking is determined therefore by the frequency component 
near the natural frequency of the system, and is independent to 0(h ) of 
the other frequency components in the present formulation. As mentioned 
before, this result holds quite generally, whenever Struble's procedure 
is valid; different differential equations, with the same variational 
equations and boundary conditions, will have equivalent solutions to
0(h).
As another example, consider two weakly coupled van der Pol 
oscillators with small external excitation:
. . 2  2 (1) (2)x + uj x. = -h (x - -l)Xl + |iox0 + h (Y cos go t + y sin go t) ,1 1 1  l ' l  2 c o s o
• • 2  2 (2) (2)X + GO X = -h (x 0 -1)x + + M*(Y cos go t + y sin go t) .
L 2 2  1 c  O S  O
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On letting uo = U) = 1, x = A cos au t + B sin u) t _ x„ = A. cos oj t ■L  ^ i l  o l  o 2 2 o
+ sin cjl>qt and applying previous results, one gets
*1 = ' V  + 4 B1 [4 - + t  + ^ 2
A1 ' V  + 4 A1 [4 ■ R1 ^  v ^  + |0,c*B,1 J a) s p 2
where
i2 " -A2A + f B2 [4 - R2(2)] \ (2) + ^ A1o
A2 " V  + 4 A2 [4 ’ + S" V "  + ^gBi
(2)-, ^ (2)
Io
2 2 2 2 2 2 
R1 + A1 + B1 > R2 ■ A2 + B2 '
The equilibrium values are solutions of
B
_A1 ( £ } + 41 [4 " Rl2] + “A2 + ^  Xi- v  a> .= 0
(1)
B1 ^ > + 41 f4 - Rl2] + “B2 + i —  = °o 
(2)
'A2 ( u, ) + 4 [> - r2 1 + +
B 2  ( -  ) +  ^  C 4  -  R 2  ]  +  P B i  +
(JO
Y.
o
( 2)
= 0
= 0 .(JO
Let a = 3,
y (O  Y (2)c _ c
(J0_ (JO = Y,
1 2
Y ' s = 0, and(JOo (JO0
= A, B1 = B2 = B, hence
= R* One has that the equilibrium values are the real solutions,
17
if any exist, which satisfy the cubics
A O  - -  ) + j- (4 - R2) + y = 0 M* ■
B O  + - ) + 7 (4 - R2) = 0  4
simultaneously. If , Bq be such a solution, then its stability is 
determined by the eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix M (defined 
above Eq. (3.9)).
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